BASE PART: 102286 BASE CONN. ASSY. SONIC
OPTION NBR 1 - PIPE MOUNTING OPTIONS

** FEATURE CONFIGURATION **

(1)
1) 102286G0 1-1/4 INCH PIPE MAST
2) 102286G1 1 INCH PIPE MAST
3) 102286G2 3/4 INCH PIPE MAST

- 1 = straight plug connector
- 2 = sensor support
- 3 = USE THREADLOCKER 242 FOR CONNECTOR TO PIPE ASSY.
- 4 = cross 1" x 3/4"
- 5 = small tie wrap
- 6 = shield support arm

SEE "0" LIST

Weight = 2.75 lbs, Scale = 1.00 lb